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Abstract A software-defined IoT network is integrated with fibre-based QKD technology to provide the
IoT devices with quantum-secure keys to enhance their battery lifetime. Experimental demonstration
reveals an 18% energy efficiency improvement compared to the standard device key generation.

Introduction

As Internet of Things (IoT) is rapidly growing to
a predicted connectivity of over 30 billion de-
vices by 20201, network security emerges as the
major challenge in IoT since one attack can af-
fect millions of devices. To adequately address
the need for increased security in IoT, complex
software-based data encryption schemes have
been recently adapted employing a lightweight
hardware-depended AES encryption. However,
such schemes rely on locally generating the en-
cryption keys at the expense of computational
power and energy resources from the devices.
Research now focuses on optimizing the encryp-
tion methods to enhance energy efficiency and al-
low for prolonged battery lifetime and autonomy of
the IoT2.

On the other hand, Quantum Key Distribution
(QKD) technology has proved to be a strong
candidate for future-proof secure communications
with recent field trials being successfully demon-
strated in a network scale3. QKD enables the
sharing of a secure key between two remote en-
tities (Alice and Bob) while quantum mechanics
prevent an eavesdropper (Eve) from measuring
the encoded photons. Current implementations
rely on complex QKD systems3 but the increased
interest on chip-based QKD4 may soon lead in
low cost QKD devices and systems, that would
allow their massive deployment with IoT.

In this paper we demonstrate, for the first time,
to the best of our knowledge an experimental inte-
gration between a Software-Defined IoT network
of devices and a fibre-based QKD system, as
a first proof-of-concept implementation to show-
case that QKD can serve a significantly increased
number of IoT devices with the same level of se-
curity while drastically improving energy savings
for the IoT infrastructure. In this work QKD serves
both as an enhanced key source mechanism rely-

ing on quantum true random generation and as a
secure mechanism to distribute the keys through
the optical network to the IoT gateways and then
to the IoT devices, thus completely replacing the
embedded key generation processes otherwise
present in current IoT networks. For the wire-
less part of the key transmission, we relied on
conventional HTTPS connection where the key
is encrypted and securely passed to the device
prior to being decrypted and used by the device.
However, the fact that implementation on wireless
QKD is progressing5, brings closer the potential
for true end-to-end QKD to the IoT devices and
prompts for further research on this field.

For this experiment, we launch our QKD sys-
tem (IDQ-Clavis2) through our field trial fibre net-
work infrastructure to establish a secure connec-
tion between a server that represents the data
centre and our IoT devices, and compare this
to our standard IoT network configuration over
24h experiments. While network performance in
terms of latency and packet loss is not compro-
mised, results show significant reduction on en-
ergy consumption, with an 18% improvement of
the Radio Duty Cycle(RDC) of the devices in com-
parison to the typical device-key-generation, re-
sulting to a battery lifetime extension.Finally, anal-
ysis of the capabilities of the QKD system reveals
that for the given optical losses of the fibre net-
work a massive 9000 IoT devices could be served
considering the same length and frequency of se-
cret keys to conventional implementations6.

QKD for Software Defined IoT
In the IoT world several encryption mechanisms
propose a lighter way of encrypting data, com-
monly known as Lightweight Cryptography7. A
commonly used encryption technique is the El-
liptical Curve Cryptography (ECC), where keys
are locally generated by utilizing the properties



Fig. 1: Architecture of the integrated optical QKD system and IoT network

of the elliptic curve equation. Our concept re-
lies on removing this additional processing over-
head for the key generation from the devices by
implementing a wake up mechanism to get out of
sleep mode and fetch a key provided by the QKD
system from a specific HTTPS address. Fig.1
presents the experimental setup of the proposed
integrated Quantum-IoT architecture, where QKD
is used as a continuous pool of symmetric keys
for the IoT Network.

In the physical layer, Alice resides in the IoT
Network while Bob is connected to a server
emulating the Data Centre(DC). The QKD pair
operates over 2 channels: the classical(ClCh)
that forms a public and authenticated channel
between the 2 parties, and the quantum(QCh)
through which the encoded photons are transmit-
ted. For the purpose of this experiment and to
investigate the effect of the QCh parameters in
the IoT network performance, the QCh is imple-
mented in two different ways. Firstly, we imple-
ment the QCh with an 8.4km-long dedicated sin-
gle mode fibre, exhibiting a total optical loss of
4dB. In the second case, we launch the QCh over
the Bristol City Network (BCN) in the city of Bris-
tol, UK, through an optical switch and 8.5km-long
dedicated dark fibre with overall optical losses of
7dB. The ClChs in both cases are also optical
fibre links. The IoT Gateway is a Raspberry Pi
with an Ethernet interface connected to the opti-
cal QKD network and a wireless interface used for
the transmission of the encrypted data between
the IoT network and the DC.

In the Network and Application Domains, the
core building block is the IoT platform which is
the element retrieving and providing the data from
the devices. To establish communication between
the devices and the IoT platform, a process is
launched through the IoT provisioning applica-
tion utilizing the SDN controller, to provision the
devices based on their MAC address8. When
the SDN controller discovers the entire network,
the application requests keys equal to the total

amount of the IoT devices. The QKD system gen-
erates 256bit-keys after several steps, including
error correction and privacy amplification happen-
ing in the ClChs. The keys are saved to the Key
Buffer(KB)(1Mbits), approximately 3900 256bit-
keys, and are accessible from the Key Extraction
Application (Fig.1) which makes a request over
UDP to extract them. Fig.2e shows one of the
UDP response packets from Bob’s server contain-
ing a requested 256bit-key. When the KB is full,
the system replaces the keys with newly gener-
ated ones. Furthermore, the generated keys are
available through a REST API to facilitate a se-
cure GET request for all the devices. In our exper-
iments the keys are updated once every 30 min.

Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the benefits of the integration be-
tween QKD and the IoT infrastructure, as well
as the impact to the networking performance, a
series of experiments is conducted. We use the
network emulator Mininet and the IoT MQTT data
protocol and average results obey to a confidence
interval of 95%. The IoT devices are emulated
based on the out-of-shelf Pycom-Pysense-Fipy.
This section presents a comparative performance
evaluation for both QKD key generation and de-
vice key generation (DKG) for data encryption.

In Fig.2a the average RDC is presented to eval-
uate the overall workload of each device revealing
a significant decrease of 18% when the devices
encrypt using QKD keys. The decrease in RDC is
due to the fact that key generation process is not
performed locally anymore, however some power
is consumed in the decryption of the keys needed
for their wireless transmission. Thus, in case of
end-to-end QKD transmission, RDC would be fur-
ther decreased. Fig.2b plots the average Battery
Lifetime observed in the experiments, to reveal
that the QKD technique outperforms the embed-
ded key generation by extending the device life-
time in excess of 18%, drastically enhancing the
devices autonomy. While the energy efficiency
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Fig. 2: a) RDC over 24h using the QKD key and the DKG,b) Battery Lifetime over 24h of the IoT devices using the QKD key and
the DKG,c) Latency/Packet loss over 24h using the QKD key and the DKG,d) Number of keys and frequency that the devices can
be served as a function of the optical losses in the two QCh cases,e) UDP response packet containing a 32byte key (Wireshark)

benefits are evident, the networking overhead for
the QKD approach is negligible. Fig.2c plots the
average latency and packet loss for the two ap-
proaches, revealing insignificantly higher latency
and packet loss when QKD is introduced.

Fig.2d shows the capabilities of the QKD sys-
tem in the number of the IoT devices to be provi-
sioned or the frequency they can be served and
the effect of the optical losses in the QCh. Specif-
ically, Fig.2d plots the optical losses of the two
different link setups (HPN lab link, BCN network
link) versus the number of secret keys generated
within 30min of timespan in the left axis of the fig-
ure, and the frequency in which the devices can
be served with new secret keys in the right axis.
Since the average secret key rate for the case of
the HPN lab fibre and the BCN network links was
found to be 1880bps and 1220bps respectively,
the number of secret keys and thus the number
of devices to be served within 30min timespan is
approximately 13000 and 9000 respectively. Al-
ternatively, considering that the minimum time to
update the secret keys is the time required to fill in
the KB(1Mbit), the QKD system can serve 3900
devices every 9min or 13min respectively. Both
results highlight the capacity to massively serve
a very high number of IoT devices with the QKD
system while these numbers can be further im-
proved by minimizing the optical losses.

Conclusions
In this work we investigate the DKG impact to
the energy consumption in IoT. We propose a key

generation using QKD to increase the IoT device
battery lifetime. The proposed scheme outper-
forms the DKG and presents energy efficiency im-
provement of 18% without compromising the net-
work reliability.
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